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The catalytic wooden fireplace of the 36 Elite, shown with the face of the Classic Arch, heats up like an oven, and always attracts admiring glances. It has high efficiency cherry flames and Posi-Pressure heating through a quiet, remotely located 388 CFM fan that circulates heat throughout the house. 36
Elite also has an extra firescreen so you can use your fireplace with the doors open when you are not using the elite to heat. Once you have taken one look you can understand why it is only a fireplace line that can be called extraordinary. Accessories specification sizes installation Guide Owners Manual
Door Screen Instructions Catalytic 44 Elite Wooden Fireplace is perhaps the best fireplace ever created. It has the approval of the EPA and Posi-Pressure heating through a quiet, remotely located 388 CFM fan that circulates heat throughout the home. The 44 Elite zC also has an extra firescreen so you
can use your fireplace with open doors when you are not using the elite to heat. Once you have taken one look you can understand why it is only a fireplace line that can be called extraordinary. Accessories specification sizes installation Guide Owners Guide Capture the drama of a real wildfire requires
the regal presence of a large fireplace. Majestic's SB wood-burning fireplaces range offers an impressive selection of model sizes: 38, 44 and 50 inch models with large viewing platforms. These radiant wood-burning fireplaces come the wit of a fire brick interior available either in a standard fireproof brick
pattern or herringbone pattern and offer a tilt up heavy duty lattice for easy ash cleaning. Accessories specification features a brochure of the Sovereign Wood Burning fireplace from Majestic adds warmth to radiant or circulating heat and an unobstructed view of the fire in any room in your home.
Available in both 36 and 42 inch sizes, The Sovereign offers a perfectly fireproof firebox lining and a classic brick hearth pattern for easy ash cleaning. With its black mesh fire screen, cast-iron chimney, large heavy grille and ash lip, this classic wood-burning fireplace look will add elegance and tradition to
any room. The specification accessories features a brochure sr/sc36a Owners_Manual sr/sc36a Specs sr/sc42a Owners_Manual sr/sc42a Specs Majestic allows you to create a gathering place like no other with a genuine style of natural wood-burning fireplace. Best of all, it provides a generous amount
of radiant heat without the smoke of the septum to interfere with your view of the fire. Ready to reveal the designer in you? Enjoy the warmth, comfort and elegance of the royal wood-burning fire. Nothing can beat a Royalton wood-burning fireplace from Majestic to add warmth and comfort to your home.
These fireplaces offer top-line features and Everything is in an economical and easy-to-install package. accessories specification features Vesta Vesta brochure Georgian models of Freemasonry were the first to show our revolutionary, patent-pending Mosaic MasonryTM real system lining out fire brick. A
wide range of models are available at 36, 42, 50 inches wide with 30 inches clear opening height, and a selection of traditional stacked or herringbone brick paintings. When only a genuine masonry fireplace will do, Georgian masonry has the industry's best offer at a fraction of the cost of the site built. The
Brochure Owners Guide 36 Dimensions 42 Dimensions 50 Dimensions Preheat any outdoor room with the beauty and elegance of these sophisticated stainless steel fireplaces outdoors. Extensive viewing platforms and radiant thermal design provide a clear view of the flame, while keeping everyone
cozy. Available in both 36 and 42 inch sizes and with additional stainless steel double-barrelled doors, these Al Fresco outdoor fireplaces are the perfect complement to your outdoor lifestyle lifestyle! The accessories specification features brochures odsr36a Guide to odsr42a Guide Dutchwest non
catalytic wood-burning stoves earn high marks with the EPA for their outstanding emissions performance. In fact, Dutchwest ovens are among the cleanest in the wood-fired furnace industry with emissions of less than 1.5 grams/h! Combine this with a classic style, a strong cast-iron design, great features
and efficiency, and you have a wood-burning stove that can't be defeated! Three sizes are available (small, medium and large) to suit any heating need. Large glass front doors allow for maximum viewing and additional convection blower increases the superb radiant ability of heating cast iron construction
to deliver heat throughout the house. The specification specification brochure 2477_Small Owners_Manual 2477_Small specifications of the Dutch West Catalytic Wood Oven Line has solid cast iron construction for the quality you can see and feel. With three different sizes, you can easily find the right
oven for any room size. They start quickly, long burning, and are surprisingly effective. Exactly what you would expect from Dutchwest. Features specification brochure 2460-2461-2462 Owners_Manual 2460-2461-2462 Specifications The largest Vermont Castings wood-burning stove available, Defiant
also offers the largest unobstructed viewing area, allowing you to enjoy the full beauty of the dancing wood-burning flame. Top-loading for convenience and convenience and with an innovative swing of ash pan and lid, as well as a lower heat shield to accommodate standard pad pockets, it's easy to see
why Defiant is often chosen not only for its size but also for its standard features. Features spec accessories brochure Resolute recognition from Vermont Castings is all you can imagine traditional wood-burning stove to be. It offers a comfortable top loading or the usual front-loading capabilities, as well as
traditional retractable ash. Its polished cooking grill adds a home element to this classic oven and its high high and low smoke emissions make it a modern environmental and economically conscious choice. With an extra sparkscreen, warming shelves and a selection of traditional Vermont Casting colors,



Resolute Recognition is the perfect choice for a cozy and stylish heat source. Features specification Owners_Manual specification The smallest of non-catalytic wood-burning stoves from Vermont Casting, Aspen offers the benefits of a larger furnace, but in a smaller, more compact package. In fact, the
low height of Aspen is ideal for installing a furnace and the I.R. Coating Ceramic Glass provides a warm, radiant heat, offering a view of the dancing wood-burning flame. With its standard ash pan, top cooker surface and classic black color, Aspen stands head and shoulders over other small wood-burning
stoves. Perfect for a house or cottage, Aspen offers warmth and delight from wood-burning even in the smallest spaces. The specification features Owners_Manual specifications do not mislead the compact response size, as recognized for its large heating capacity. A terrific way to heat a smaller house
or room and still enjoy the sights and sounds of the tree. Clean burning and efficient, it is certainly the answer to draught, open fireplaces. The answer uses a five-way convection chamber to distribute heat evenly throughout the house. The cool room air is naturally drawn around a hot firebox, heated, and
returned back to the room without the use of a blower. With a firebox that measures 1.6 cubic feet (more than most other small furnaces), the answer has more burning time with a smaller fire box restart. Various customization options are available to fully personalize the device. This large fire box contains
enough wood to heat for 8 hours without restarting and is ideal for space of up to 1,200 sq m. Accessories specification sizes installation surround_panel_instructions We would say that this oven is big on heat and small in price. Experience the famous Lopi quality and performance in an entry-level wood-
burning stove that just heats up. The economically priced Republic 1250 was created with the aim of creating an affordable, aesthetically appealing and practical Lopi Woodstove. Features of the Republic 1250 include a large, radiant surface of the plate of the heat track, as well as a convection surface for
maximum heat removal. Fully lined ceramic brick fire box, heavy steel structure, as well as the possibility of either steel legs or pedestal, or external air kit. The zone is heated to 1200 sq m. and enjoys 8 hours of heating without restarting. Ideal for heating small houses or zoning heating for or offices.
Accessories specification sizes installation Endeavor is a beautiful workhorse that combines shape and function in an unrivalled heat transfer system. Pure burning with warm, radiant heat. FEATURing the largest and firebox of any medium-sized furnace. It suggests cleaning 4 1/4 inches to a combustible
surface (the closest cleanup of any wood-fired furnace in the industry). A higher door opening is shown at Endeavor allowing one to load in larger pieces of wood and extend the time grief. In addition, the by-pass shock absorber makes it easier to run and prevents smoke breaks when rebooted. Heat up to
2,000 square feet for up to 10 hours on a single load of wood. Accessories specification sizes Owners_Manual large_pedestal_instructions rear_blower_instructions outside_airkit_instructions legs_stove_instructions door_shell_instructions not only the most beautiful wood-burning stove we've ever made,
it's also the easiest to use. With the top load design it has the largest fire box you can buy in a medium sized oven. And the ash removal system is our most convenient to date. The maximum burn time of up to 12 hours has been achieved with this furnace, which contains an incredible 65 pounds of wood
and is heated to 2,000 square feet. This oven includes small quality details in the castings inside and here. A non-catalytic cross-design system, heavy fireproof, incredible combustion and the ability to blow 160 CFM make this oven an easy sell for you. We even included specially designed, extra-long
wrought iron poker and gloves for added convenience! Accessories specification sizes Owners_Manual rear_blower_instructions outside_airkit_instructions as Lopi wood-burning stoves have been America's favorite choice on fire for over twenty-five years. Our reputation for solid craftsmanship, reliable
performance and unrivalled heating efficiency has been a winning combination year after year. With the classic Lopi behavior and the economic price, Republic 1750 is a practical heater designed to heat medium-sized homes and areas in the house. This with a big radiant cooktop surface let the oven
function as a slab top as well, perfect for eating soup on those cold winter nights. Nothing heats up like real wood. Enjoy the sights and sounds of a wood-burning stove in these efficient ovens and never worry about being cold in a power outage again! Heated up to 2,000 square feet. Nothing heats up like
real wood. Enjoy the sights and sounds of a wood-burning stove in these efficient ovens and never worry about being cold in a power outage again! Accessories specification sizes installation Owners_Manual large_pedestal_instructions rear_blower_instructions outside_airkit_instructions
legs_stove_instructions At only 2.6 grams of emissions per hour, Liberty is the cleanest burning large furnace ever approved by the EPA. It is also the largest oven made The large viewing area and cooktop of the freedom surface gives about as much as a wood-burning stove can ever give. Featuring the
largest firebox of any large furnace, logs up to 24 inches long can be loaded into a unit. It also has a single control to adjust the adjustment flow, making it easy to reach burn time up to 12 hours. Liberty's turn-based design is charming but functional, providing cooking and warming surfaces as well as
radiant and convective heat. Accessories spec sizes Owners_Manual large_pedestal_instructions rear_blower_instructions outside_airkit_instructions legs_stove_instructions door_shell_instructions Lopi is pleased to present Cape Cod as the cleanest burning in the world, the largest 3 cubic feet firebox,
cast-iron oven in the world. Cape Cod has enhanced craftsmanship and lopi style as well as cutting edge Hybrid-Fyre technology. The combination of Long's advanced secondary combustion with catalytic assistance is what creates this unique and ultra-efficient Hybrid-Fyre technology. The Cape Cod
furnace produces just 0.45 grams of emissions per hour, which is significantly lower than all other high-power wood-burning furnaces. And at more than 80% effective you will get more heat from less wood saving money on your heat bill. Cape Cod is unique in cast-iron wood stoves, as it has a full
convection chamber surrounding the fire box. The air of the room is drawn through the back convection chamber then spread through the convection channel where it is heated. This hot air is then expelled from the upper convection chamber (large, cast-iron, heat sink with decorative lopi detailing) through
the natural convection of temperature increases in the room. In addition, the additional high performance 400 cfm fan pushes convection air through the oven significantly improves the transmission of heat and air circulation to the room. The oven lattice allows the ash to fall into a large container, easy to
open ash ash... Now experience the performance and quality you expected in Lopi wooden inserts with mid-priced 30th anniversary economy of the Republic 1250i fireplace insert. Without damage to construction or function, Lopi has been able to produce a wooden insert that s is designed to be available,
look good and just heats up. The Republic's 1250i wood-burning insert is clean, green and efficient. The 1250i is ideal for small homes or zoned heating needs. This wooden burning insert can turn your old, inefficient outdoor masonry or metal fireplace (qC) into a great heat source for your home. The
Republic 1250i insert is more than five times more efficient than an open fireplace and has a built-in convection chamber for circulation and heat distribution throughout the house... Now experience the performance and quality you come to expect in the Lopi Wood implementation with the 30th anniversary
of the mid-priced 1750i republic. Without damage to construction or function, Lopi has been able to produce a wooden insert that s is designed to be available, look good and just heats up. Republic 1750i wood-burning insert is clean, and effective. 1750i for medium-sized homes or or heating specific
areas of large houses. With a republic wood-burning insert you can turn your old, inefficient open masonry or metal (K) fireplace into a great heat source for your home. The republic insert is more than five times more efficient than an open fireplace and has a built-in convection chamber for the circulation
and distribution of heat throughout the house ... A terrific way to heat a smaller house or room and still enjoy the sights and sounds of the tree. Clean burning and efficient, it is definitely the answer to draught, open fireplaces ... This large fire box contains enough wood to heat for 8 hours without restarting
and is ideal for rooms of up to 1,200 square feet. Revere is an excellent source of heat for a medium sized home or room looking for a more efficient way to heat up than an outdoor fireplace. A large, clean burning fire box allows you to enjoy heating with wood without polluting the environment... Burn one
load of wood for up to 10 hours in this insert designed to heat up to 2,000 sq m. Cooking on lopi Wood Stove One of the features of the Lopi wood-burning stove is the surface of the stove. Not only does your Lopi wood-burning stove heat your home even during power outages, but it also gives you a
wonderful cooking surface for cooking. Declaration Plus with one arched high heat performance door and superb design this fireplace insert is really out of the ordinary. Our exclusive flash-to-fireplace design enhances the beautiful lines of the classic fireplace and provides modern heating efficiency. Huge
view of the fire through our large, one door remains clear thanks to our air wash system. Declaration Plus - also has variable speed, a large volume blower that can use a hard wiring option kit to preserve the classic good look of your existing fireplace without the power cord showing on the hearth... Now
with greenStart option. GreenStart is a patent ignition system for a modern wood burner; Just load the wood and press the button! We have completely eliminated the slow, cracked open doors of startups and working on a fickle newspaper. Enjoy higher efficiency and lower heating bills with Lopi s Cape
Code, the most beautiful cast iron fireplace insert on the market. The classic cast-iron design and large observation deck of one door complement almost all interior designs. The Cape Cod insert has a 5-sided convection chamber, 6 seamless chimney collar and masonry fire brick interior, making the
insert higher in quality with exceptional heat transmission. The fireplace has the highest BTU output of any flush insert to date providing up to 73,000 BTU s distributed by twin fans 90 CFM. Fans are standard with insertion and are designed to circulate heat up to 2,000 square feet, making the Cape Cod
an emergency heater... Now with greenStart option. GreenStart is a Ignition system for a modern wood burner; Just load the wood and press the button! We have completely eliminated the slow, cracked open doors of startups and working on a fickle newspaper. Transform this inefficient masonry
fireplace with this insert and still enjoy the sights, sounds and smells of wood fire... Heat up to 2,250 sq m. 12 hours on one load of wood. The purest burning large insert always tested and approved by the EPA is also beautiful and heats far beyond what any outdoor fireplace ever could... Enjoy 12 hours
of work time without rebooting in this insert designed for spaces up to 2,250 square feet. Our BUF line of ventilated free fire boxes from Majestic offers a zero clearance design that allows you to install next to wood, leaf rock or other building materials. With a true 36 or 42 inch brick to brick opening, the
BUF400 and BUF500 offer a truly expansive view of the flame. Supplied with a standard fireproof liner and black cladding, the BUF series is a versatile free ventilation option for any design application. Accessories specification features buf400_manual buf500_manual buf500_Specs for a thoughtful buyer,
Which is interested in the quality, craftsmanship and performance of the Romantic fireplace is also certified by an ANSI/AGA high-efficiency wall furnace flame and heat adjustable to suit your mood and weather Direct ventilation design uses 100% outdoor combustion air to maintain indoor air quality Easy
to adjust with a selection of fronts, doors and linings dxv60_Manual dxv45_Manual dxv42_Manual dxv35_TimberFire_Manual dxv35_Deep_Timber2_Manual dxv35_Deep_Timber3_Manual installing a direct ventilation fireplace from Majestic is a great way to incorporate elegance and warmth into almost
any room. Available in four sizes, CDV direct ventilation fireplaces offer up to 795 square inches of observation deck and a BTU range of 18,000 to 24,000. With a dedicated top or rear ventilation design and a number of additional accessories, our CDV fireplaces are the perfect choice for any warm
gathering place required. Features feature brochure features not only the fireplace makes a beautiful addition to your home, but a direct ventilation fireplace from Majestic is an excellent way to heat rooms that seem to remain cool and moist without heating up your entire home. The DVB series of
fireplaces offers a classic fireplace design in a range of sizes. Enjoy the shimmering flame with a viewing platform of 486 to 795 square inches and a BTU heat range from 15,000 to the right to 26,000. The operation of your DVB fireplace is simple with our signature command system, the standard on all
DVB models. All DVB fireplaces come with Black louvers but opt from a range of optional accessories and finishes to give your Majestic DVB ventilation fireplace a direct custom look that fits seamlessly into your decor. Accessories spec features brochure guide dvb_400_specs dvb_500_specs
dvb_600_specs Solitaire DVBL Direct ventilation fireplace from Majestic offers a new modern clean design without louvers providing an expansive viewing area. With a variety of firebrick options and 2 sizes to choose from, Solitaire is an exciting addition to the family's majestic straight ventilation
mantelpiece system. Accessories specification features brochures solitaire_400dvbl_specs solitaire_500dvbl_specs AFUE is rated for efficiency to provide superior heating capability, DVBH is available in both 33 and 36 inch sizes. Standard ceramic glass and an optional tavern Brown or Cottage Red
firebrick - along with extra brass, pewter or black trim and luvers - provide radiant warmth and flexible style, perfect for any space. With a BTU range of 23,000 to 27,000, this latest addition will suit any design application - big or small. Feature features of the brochure's feature guide dvbh_300_specs
dvbh_400_specs In modern homes today, fireplaces show up in all kinds of exciting places such as bathrooms, bedrooms and even as room dividers! Our direct vent designer series from Majestic gives you exciting decor options and interesting design apps from Peninsula, See-Thru and left or right
corner styles. Also, with the standard Brown Firebrick Tavern, louver options and up to 36,000 BTU, the shapes and features work together to give you an exceptional fireplace performance. Features feature the brochure's Guide to Modern Homes Today, fireplaces show up in all kinds of exciting places
such as bathrooms, bedrooms and even as room dividers! Our direct vent designer series from Majestic gives you exciting decor options and interesting design apps from Peninsula, See-Thru and left or right corner styles. Also, with the standard Brown Firebrick Tavern, louver options and up to 36,000
BTU, the shapes and features work together to give you an exceptional fireplace performance. Features feature the brochure's Guide to Modern Homes Today, fireplaces show up in all kinds of exciting places such as bathrooms, bedrooms and even as room dividers! Our direct vent designer series from
Majestic gives you exciting decor options and interesting design apps from Peninsula, See-Thru and left or right corner styles. Also, with the standard Brown Firebrick Tavern, louver options and up to 36,000 BTU, the shapes and features work together to give you an exceptional fireplace performance.
Accessories specification features a brochure guide whenever there is a chill in the air or whenever you want your collection Remember, treat your guests with the impressive warmth and elegance of the Majestic Outdoor Fireplace. Our open fireplaces have wide firebox holes, stainless steel design, and
quality design you would expect from Majestic. Available in gas models in 36 and 42 inch sizes and with additional stainless steel doors in half, these Al Fresco outdoor fireplaces add a fireplace atmosphere almost anywhere from the city's rooftop to a suburban backyard retreat. The accessories
specification features a Mendota DXV series brochure with Andover Doors. Direct Vent. Mendota DXV series with prairie doors. Direct Vent. Mendota DXV series with Bentley Doors. Direct Vent. Mendota DXV series with Tuscany doors. Direct Vent. Mendota DXV series with Victoria Doors. Direct Vent.
Mendota DXV series with Deerfield Doors. Direct Vent. Mendota DXV Series with Wellington Doors. Direct Vent. Mendota DXV series with millennial doors. Direct Vent. Mendota Gas Fireplace Inserts - Fullview Mendota Fullview Inserts Booklet Mendota Gas Fireplace Inserts - Fullview Mendota Fullview
Inserts Booklet Mendota Gas Fireplace Inserts - Fullview Mendota Fullview Inserts a Pamphlet Mendota Gas Fireplace Inserts - Fullview Mendota Full View in The View Mendota Fullview Insupped Mendota Gas Kamin Inserts - Fullview Mendota Fullview Inserts Booklet Mendota Gas Kamin Inserts -
Fullview Mendota Fullview Inserts The Mendota Gas Kamin Inserts - Fullview Mendot Full View Inserts Booklet Mendota Gas Inserts - Fullview Mendota Gas Kamin Inserts - Fullview Mendota Brochure Mendota Gas Fireplace Inserts - Fullview Mendota Fullview inserts a brochure of Traditional Beauty
Golden Oak Designer or Split Oak magazines to add to the elegant burn G9 Vent-Free Burner system. The dancing flames and embers of the bed, featuring an innovative reflective panel, offer the comforting warmth and charm of the fireplace. Available sizes: 20, 24 and 30 gas_type gas_valve_options
other_info Available sizes: 20, 24 and 30 gas_type gas_valve_options other_info featuring popular burned through front magazine, the G10 series is available in two attractive magazine styles; Charred border oak and charred aged split-oak (both ceramic fireproof logs). A lively flame and a large coal bed
with Bryte Coals highlight handmade logs, adding effective warmth and unrivalled beauty to your fireplace. Available sizes: 16, 18, 24 and 30 gas_type gas_valve_options other_info Available sizes: 16, 18, 24 and 30 gas_type gas_valve_options other_info The Evening Fyre log kit is placed on an
advanced G18 free burner system. The logs are sculpted and hand-painted with distinctive charring on the front log, mimicking the wood fire. Dramatic embers bed, with Bryte charcoal, add to the warmth and beauty of the log set. This set comes standard with a remote control that can turn the flame up
and down. Available sizes: 18, 24, and 30 gas_type gas_valve_options other_info perfect for small fireplaces, Valley Oak magazines are featured on the G8 Vent-Free Burner System. Simple in design and function, this robust system includes a 9500 BTU model bedrooms and bathrooms (where the code
allows it). The d cor kit is also available to add to the appeal of your fireplace setting. Available sizes: 16, 20 and 24 gas_type gas_valve_options other_info Highland Glow combines glowing coals, heavily charred, glowing ceramic fiber front logs and amazingly detailed fireproof top logs to give your family
a wonderful fire and plenty of cozy winter comfort. Highland Glow has a low-profile Dual Glow burner system. Available sizes: 22 and 26 factory_info gas_type gas_valve_options other_info installation Cumberland Char features beautifully handmade fireproof magazines to create its unsurpassed beauty
and realism. The Ember-Trio burner system effectively provides natural flame patterns, warm, radiant heat and impressive glowing coals. Available sizes: 18, 24 and 30 factory_info gas_type gas_valve_options other_info installation
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